CS 160
CS Orientation

2-d Lists and Assignment 7
Odds and Ends

• CS 161 Prereqs – email Calvin!!!
• Testing out of CS 161 – Get the override and sign up to challenge now! You have to have a grade before getting into CS 162.
• No lab next week!
• No class next Wed., 11/26
2-d Lists/Arrays

- We could have a `category_scores = [[0], [0], [0], [0], [0]]`, which holds the scores for all 5 categories, along with the number of scores in the first column.
More examples for 2-d lists...

Assignment questions

1. Get weights
   - Take all the scores as percent
     e.g. 80, 100

2. Avg. them e.g. 90

3. Multiply the avg. times weight
   - How many points in this area you get for grade

1090 * 90 = 97100

Eg. 9 points